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1. INTRODUCTION
We discuss an inverse problem of determining a wave source term in n.
More precisely, let µ satisfy
µ ∈ C10 T  µ0 = 0 (1.1)
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and let ai i = 0 1 2, satisfy
a0 ∈Ln
 if n ≥ 3
a0 ∈Lr
 r > 2 if n = 2
a0 ∈L2
 if n = 1
a1 ∈W 1∞
 a2 ∈ W 1∞
n
(1.2)
and be ﬁxed. We consider the problem
yttt x − yt x= a0xy + a1xyt
+a2x∇y + µtf x t x ∈ Q
yt x= 0 t x ∈ 
y0 x= yt0 x = 0 x ∈ 

(1.3)
where x = x1     xn, yt = ∂y∂t , ytt = ∂2y/∂t2, Q = 0 T  × 
 =0 T  × ∂
, T > 0, · · is the scalar product in n, and 
 ⊂ n is a
bounded domain which is either convex or of the class C11. In (1.3),
f ∈ H−1
 is unknown. In this paper, we exclusively take the dual space
H−1
 = H10
′ as the space in which the unknown source function f
lies. The source term µtf x may possess a singularity in x. For example,




and, as f , we can consider a function possessing a singularity
f x = f0xx− x0k




with x0 ∈ 
. Moreover, we can consider f = δS ∈ H−1/2
, where S ⊂ 







for ϕ ∈ C∞0 
. These kinds of source terms are related to a model of
sources in earthquakes.
The source term µtf x is assumed to cause the vibration, and we
are required to determine f ∈ H−1
 from the boundary observation
∂y
∂ν 0T × 0 or the interior observation y0T ×G, where νx denotes the unit
outward normal vector to 
 at x ∈ ∂
, and  0 and G are some given open
subsets of  and 
, respectively. These types of inverse problems are dis-
cussed in Puel and Yamamoto [9] and Yamamoto [11–13], where unknown
functions in x are assumed to be in L2
.
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2. MAIN RESULT
We begin by introducing some notation. Fix x0 ∈ n\
, and put
 0 = x ∈   x− x0 · νx > 0 (2.1)
For any S ⊂ n and ε > 0, put εS = y ∈ n y − x < ε for some
x ∈ S. In this paper, C denotes a generic constant depending only on
T
, and ai·, i = 0 1 2.
Our main results in this paper are the following.















dσ dt ≤ Cf 2H−1
 ∀ f ∈ H−1
 (2.2)
where y= yf  ∈ C0 T  H10
 ∩ C10 T L2
 is the weak solu-
tion of the problem (1.3).
Theorem 2.2. Let (1.1)–(1.2) hold and let  0 be given by (2.1). We set
G = 












yt 2dxdt ≤ Cf 2H−1
 ∀ f ∈ H−1
 (2.3)
where y= yf  ∈ C0 T  H10
 ∩ C10 T  L2
 is the weak solu-
tion of the problem (1.3).
The proof of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 will be reduced to the so-called
observability inequalities for the corresponding wave equations in the next
section.
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3. OBSERVABILITY ESTIMATE FOR THE WAVE
EQUATIONS WITH LESS REGULAR DATA
3.1. Statement of the Results
To prove Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, we derive a boundary observability esti-
mate and an internal observability estimate for the problem
yttt x − yt x= a0xy + a1xyt
+a2x∇y t x ∈ Q
yt x= 0 t x ∈ 
y0 x= 0 yt0 x = y1x x ∈ 

(3.1)
Our main results on observability inequalities are the following:





Then the weak solution y ∈ C0 T L2















dσ dt ∀ y1 ∈ H−1
 (3.2)
for some constant C > 0.
Theorem 3.2. Let (1.2) hold and let  0 be given by (2.1). We set G =






Then the weak solution y ∈ C0 T L2









y2dxdt ∀ y1 ∈ H−1
 (3.3)
for some constant C > 0.
As for the methodology for deriving observability inequalities by means
of a Carleman estimate, the paper [3] by Kazemi and Klibanov is an early
work where a Carleman estimate is derived on the basis of Lavrent’ev et al.
[5]. For related results, see Cheng et al. [1], Isakov and Yamamoto [2],
Lasiecka et al. [4], Lo´pez et al. [8], Tataru [10], Yong and Zhang [14], and
Zhang [15].
Once Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are proved, we can complete the proofs of
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 by an argument similar to that in [11], which is based
on the Duhamel principle. The rest of this paper is devoted to the proofs
of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2.
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Remark 31 In system (3.1), we assume that y0 x = 0 and ai,
i = 0 1 2, depends only on x. However, this is not a restriction for
our method of proving the observability inequalities. In fact, one can
consider the general initial value y0 x and coefﬁcients ai = ait x,
i = 0 1 2, to establish similar observability inequalities, provided that ai
has suitable regularity in t and x, and the assumptions T > supx∈
 x− x0
and T > supx∈
\G x− x0 in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are strengthened as
T > 2 supx∈
 x− x0 and T > supx∈
\G x− x0, respectively.
Remark 32 The constant C in (3.2)–(3.3) can be estimated explicitly
with respect to ai·, i = 0 1 2, by an argument similar to that of Zhang
[15].
3.2. Some Preliminaries
To prove Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, we will need three lemmata. Henceforth
we use the notation
fi = fix =
∂f x
∂xi


















and xi denotes the ith coordinate of the point x ∈ n. The following lemma
is a special case of Lemma 1 in [5, p. 124].
Lemma 3.1. Let λ > 0, α ∈ 0 1, and
ψ=ψt s x = x− x02 − αt2 − αs2
(t s x= λ
2
ψ θt s x = e(tsx
+=n− 1+ αλ
(3.4)
Let v = vt s x ∈ C2 ×  × n. Then
θ2vtt + vss − v2
≥ 21− αλθ2
(

























++− 2Avtv + At − 2(tAv2
)}















































A = λ2α2t2 + α2s2 − x− x02 (3.6)
and
B = 41+ αλ3x− x02 − α2t2 − α2s2
− 8α2 + 4n+ n+ α− 12λ2 (3.7)
Next we show








for some constant C, where y· · is the weak solution of the system (3.1).
This lemma is proved in Zhang [15] for a0 ∈ L∞Q.
Proof of Lemma 32 We set
ηt s = t − S12T1 − t2
and we deﬁne an operator L in L2
 by
Lux = −ux u ∈ L ≡ H2
 ∩H10
 (3.8)
Then L is self-adjoint and L−1, L−1/2 are bounded operators deﬁned over
L2







































































































We have to estimate the ﬁrst, the second, and the third terms on the right-
hand side of (3.9). We set X = H2
 ∩H10
 as a closed subspace of
H2




′ ⊂ X ′. We note that X ′ is a proper subspace of
H−2
 = H20 
′ and that the topology in X ′ is stronger than the one
in H−2
. By · ·X ′X we denote the duality pairing. Then u vX ′X =∫

 uv dx for u v ∈ L2
. Henceforth C > 0 denotes a generic constant
which is dependent only on a0 a1 a2 
 T1, and S1.













Henceforth we consider only the case of n ≥ 5. In the case of n ≤ 4, the
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if ϕX = 1. Therefore we obtain





























for ε > 0. Therefore



























 1 ≤ k ≤ n





























∣∣∣ ≤ yt ·L2

Therefore, by (1.2), we obtain





Thus, taking ε > 0 in the estimate for the second term, by (3.9), we com-
plete the proof of the lemma.
Finally we show
Lemma 3.3. Let (1.2) hold. Then
Et ≤ CEs ∀ t s ∈ 0 T 
for some constant C > 0, where
Et = ytt ·2H−1
 + yt ·2L2

for the weak solution y· · of the system (3.1).
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Proof of Lemma 33 The proof is based on a familiar energy argument,
but some care is necessary for estimating quantities from a0y. We set y1 =
L−1/2y, where L is deﬁned by (3.8). Applying L−1/2 to both sides of the























By the estimate for the ﬁrst term on the right-hand side of (3.9) (in the
proof of Lemma 3.2), we see






∣∣∣ ≤ Cyt ·2L2

Next by (1.2), we see











 ≤ Cytt ·2H−1
 + Cyt ·2L2

Finally by (1.2) we have


























 + ∇y1t ·2L2
 ≤ y1ts ·2L2






 + yτ ·2L2
)dτ
for 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ T . On the other hand, we see
C−1ytt ·H−1
 ≤ y1tt ·L2
 ≤ Cytt ·H−1

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and
C−1yt ·L2
 ≤ ∇y1t ·L2








Et ≤ CEs +
∫ t
s
Esds 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ T
which implies Et ≤ CEs 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ T by the Gronwall inequality.
Since the hyperbolic equation is reversible in t, we can similarly obtain
the same inequality for 0 ≤ t ≤ s ≤ T . Thus the proof of the lemma is
complete.
3.3. Proof of Theorem 31
The proof is divided into four steps.
Step 1. By the hidden regularity (e.g., Lions [6]), a priori estimates
(e.g., [7]) of the solution and the density argument, it is sufﬁcient to prove
the theorem for y ∈ C20 T  × 








Recall x0 ∈ n\
. Thus R0 > 0. Since T > R1, one can choose a constant
α ∈ 0 1 (close to 1) such that
R21 < αT
2 (3.11)
Then, as the function in Lemma 3.1, we choose
ψ = ψt s x = x− x02 − αt2 − αs2 (3.12)
Moreover, we set
=0 T  × 0 T  ×
  = 0 T  × 0 T  × ∂

0=0 T  × 0 T  ×  0 Ti = εiT












where i j= 0 1 2 and 0 < ε0 < ε1 < ε2 < 1 will be given below.
First of all, by (3.11), we have
ψT s x ≤ R21 − αT 2 < 0 ∀ s x ∈ Q (3.15)
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Thus, recalling (3.13) and (3.14) for 52, 1, and T1, one can ﬁnd an ε1 ∈
0 1 (close to 1) such that
ψt s x < 0 (3.16)
for any t s x ∈ T1 T  ×Q ∪ 0 T  × T1 T  ×
, and
52 ⊂ 1 (3.17)
In fact, let t s x ∈ 52. Then





αt2 + s2 ≤ R21 −
R20
4





and so t2 + s2 < T 2 − R20/4α, namely,
0 < t s <
(







Next, noting that 0 × 0 × 
 ⊂ 50 and recalling (3.14) and (3.13)
for 50 and 0, respectively, one ﬁnds a small ε0 ∈ 0 ε1 such that
0 ⊂ 50 (3.18)
We ﬁx a constant ε2 ∈ ε1 1 arbitrarily.
Now let us consider B deﬁned by (3.7), where α is given in (3.11). By (3.7)
and (3.14), one can ﬁnd a constant λ1 > 1 such that for any λ > λ1, we have
Bχ52t s x ≥ c0λ3χ52t s x (3.19)
and
Bχ\52t s x ≤ Cλ3 (3.20)
for some constants c0 > 0 and C > 0, which depend only on T and 
. Here
and henceforth χS denotes the characteristic function of a set S.
We set
vt s x =
∫ t
s
yτ xdτ ∀ t s x ∈  (3.21)
where y is the weak solution of (3.1). Then by (3.1), one sees that v satisﬁes
vtt + vss − v= a0xv + a1xvt + vs + a2x∇v in 
vt0 s x= vst 0 x = 0 t s ∈ 0 T  x ∈ 

v= 0 on S
(3.22)
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In fact,







yτ x + a0xyτ x
+ a1xyττ x + a2x∇yτ xdτ
= v + a0v + a1vt + vs + a2∇v
The other equations in (3.22) are directly derived.
Step 2. In this step, we will apply Lemma 3.1. Recall (3.13). For any
given τ ∈ T1 T2, we set
τ = 0 τ × 0 τ ×
 (3.23)
We further recall that v = vt s x is given by (3.21), and ψ is given
by (3.12). Integrating (3.5) over τ; using integration by parts; and tak-
ing (3.22), (3.12), and (3.16) into account and noting that (t0 s x =
(st 0 x = At0 s x = Ast 0 x ≡ 0, we see that there exist λ1 > 0
































vτ s x2 + vtτ s x2


















dxdt ∀λ > λ1 (3.24)
Furthermore, by (3.14), (3.19), and (3.20), we obtain∫
τ














v2 dxdt ds ∀λ > λ1 (3.25)
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By (3.14), (3.17), and (3.23), we have τ ⊃ 51. Thus, by (3.25), for any



































v2 dxdt ds (3.26)
where c1 > 0 and C > 0 are two constants which depend only on T and 
.







































 λ > λ1 (3.27)
Step 3. Let us estimate∫
2





v2i dx dt ds
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because H1
 ⊂ Lq
 for any q > 1 if n = 2. For n = 1, we can obtain
the corresponding inequality. Therefore∫
2


















































































Combining (3.27) and (3.28), we see that there is a constant λ2 > λ1 such







































η = ηt s = T − tT − s
Multiplying the ﬁrst equation of (3.22) by ηv, integrating it over , and





v2i dx dt ds ≤
∫





v2 + v2t + v2s dxdt ds (3.30)
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Since a1 ∈ W 1∞
, a2 ∈ W 1∞














v2t + v2s + v2dx
Here we consider the case of n ≥ 2. In the case of n = 1, the argument for
obtaining (3.31) below is similar.














≤ Cvt s ·2
L2n/n−1
 ≤ Cvt s ·2H1/2

Therefore, by the interpolation inequality, for an arbitrarily small µ > 0,




























v2i dx dt ds




v2i dx dt ds ≤ C
∫

v2 + v2t + v2s dxdt ds (3.31)
if we choose a sufﬁciently small µ > 0. Now, by (3.29) and (3.31), for any

























v2 + v2t + v2s dxdt ds
}
 (3.32)
Note that by (3.14) and (3.18), we have∫
51
θ2v2t + v2s dxdt ≥
∫
50




v2t + v2s dxdt (3.33)
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Thus, by (3.32) and (3.33), for any λ > λ2, we obtain∫
0












v2 + v2t + v2s dxdt ds
}
 (3.34)
Step 4. We now complete the proof of Theorem 3.1. In view of (3.34)





















Etdt ∀λ > λ2 (3.35)
where Et is deﬁned in Lemma 3.3.














Taking λ > 0 sufﬁciently large, we see (3.2). Thus the proof of Theorem 3.1
is complete.
3.4. Proof of Theorem 32
Similarly to Theorem 3.1, we divide the proof into three steps.
Step 1. First we introduce some notation and deﬁne some transforma-
tions. Recall that T > supx∈
\G x − x0, where G = 
 ∩ δ 0 for some
δ > 0 and  0 is given by (2.1). Therefore, one can ﬁnd δ˜ ∈ 0 δ (close
to δ) such that






Now we choose α and ψ as in (3.11) and (3.12). Put
 =0 T  × 0 T  × 
˜  = 0 T  × 0 T  × ∂
˜
Ti= εiT i = 0 Ti × 0 Ti × 
˜ i ∈ 0 1 2 3
(3.38)
and 5j , j = 0 1 2, are deﬁned by (3.14) for  deﬁned by (3.38). Then
ε1 ∈ 0 1 is chosen such that (3.17) is true and (3.16) holds for any
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t s x ∈ T1 T  × 0 T  × 
˜ ∪ 0 T  × Ti T  × 
˜. Moreover, ε0 ∈
0 ε1 is chosen such that (3.18) holds, and ε2 and ε3 are arbitrarily ﬁxed
numbers satisfying ε1 < ε2 < ε3 < 1. Furthermore, we choose a constant
λ1 > 1 such that (3.19) and (3.20) hold for any λ > λ1.
Let us take 0 < δ˜ < δ1 < δ0 < δ and ξ ∈ C∞0 n 0 1 such that
ξ = 1 on 
˜\δ0 0
ξ = 0 on 




˜ ∩ δ1 0 (3.40)
Then, by the deﬁnition of G, it is easy to see that

˜ ⊃ 
\G G1 ⊂ G (3.41)
Set
p = pt x = ξxyt x t x ∈ Q (3.42)
where y is the weak solution of (3.1). Then
p′′ − p= a0p+ a1pt + a2∇p − a2∇ξ + ξy
− 2∇ξ · ∇y in 0 T  × 
˜
p= 0 on 0 T  × ∂
˜
p0 x= 0 x ∈ 

p= 0 in 0 T  × 
˜ ∩ δ1 0
(3.43)
We introduce the following transformations:
vt s x =
∫ t
s
pτ xdτ t s x ∈ 
ϕt s x =
∫ t
s
yτ xdτ t s x ∈ 
(3.44)
Then from (3.43), similarly to (3.22), we see that v satisﬁes
vtt + vss − v = a0v + a1vt + vs + a2∇v
−a2∇ξ + ξϕ− 2∇ξ · ∇ϕ in 
v = 0 on  (3.45)
vt0 s x = vst 0 x = 0 t s ∈ 0 T  x ∈ 

v = 0 in 0 T  × 0 T  × 
˜ ∩ δ1 0
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Step 2. Proceeding as in the derivation of (3.27) in the proof of
















θ2a0v + a1vt + vs + a2∇v − a2∇ξ + ξϕ

















By (3.28) and (3.39), we obtain∫
2
θ2a0v + a1vt + vs + a2∇v





























ϕ2 + ∇ϕ2dxdt ds
]
 (3.47)
Thus, combining (3.46) and (3.47), we conclude that there is a constant







































for any λ > λ2.







i dx dt ds. For this purpose, put
η = ηt s = T3 − tT3 − s
Multiplying the ﬁrst equation of (3.45) by ηv, integrating it over 3, and




v2i dx dt ds ≤ C
∫









ϕ2 + ∇ϕ2dxdt ds (3.49)


























v2 + v2t + v2s dxdt ds
}
 ∀λ > λ2 (3.50)
Now, using an inequality similar to (3.33), we conclude∫
0













v2 + v2t + v2s dxdt ds
}
(3.51)
for any λ > λ2.







For this purpose, we choose a function h = hx ∈ C∞n 0 1 such that
hx= 1 x ∈ G1




ζt s = T − t2T − s2 (3.53)
On the other hand, by (3.1) and (3.44), the same argument as (3.22) yields
ϕtt + ϕss − ϕ= a0ϕ+ a1ϕt + ϕs + a2∇ϕ in 
ϕ= 0 on  
ϕt0 s x=ϕst 0 x = 0 t s ∈ 0 T  x ∈ 

(3.54)
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We multiply the ﬁrst equation in (3.54) by h2ζφ, integrate it over , and




















































a2 h∇ϕϕζhdxdt ds (3.55)
Since 2pq ≤ 8p2 + 18q2 for p q ∈ , we have






































ϕ2 dxdt ds (3.56)






















Moreover, for n ≥ 2, by the Ho¨lder inequality, the interpolation inequality,







 ≤ ϕht s ·2H1/2

≤ 116 ϕht s ·2H1
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that is,

































ϕ2 + ϕt 2 + ϕs2dxdt ds (3.57)














ϕ2 + ϕt 2 + ϕs2dxdt ds (3.58)
Combining (3.51) and (3.58), we see that∫
0














v2 + v2t + v2s dxdt ds
}
(3.59)
for any λ > λ2.
Step 3. Let us return to the function y. By (3.39), (3.40), (3.42),
and (3.44), we note that
vt s x =
∫ t
s
yτ xdτ x ∈ 
\G
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for any λ > λ2. Here Et is deﬁned in Lemma 3.3.
Now, by means of Lemmata 3.2 and 3.3, as in the proof of Theorem 3.1,
the conclusion (3.3) follows from (3.61). Thus the proof of Theorem 3.2 is
complete.
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